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We’ve been working
with Linux since this look
was actually considered cool.

Since Kernel1.0., more than17 years
ago, Sangoma’s WAN routing and
development platforms have been
providing rock solid support for Linux.
Our laboratory certified WAN solutions
for Frame Relay, PPP, HDLC and X.25
include the tools you need to support,
maintain and debug your network.
In the most up-to-date fashion available.
Sangoma expertise.
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Lab certified peace of mind.
If you WAN it for your Linux network
all you have to do is ask.

At Sangoma, our laboratory certified
WAN Connectivity Solutions for Frame
Relay, PPP, HDLC and X.25 include the
tools you need to support, maintain and
debug your network.
Our WAN routing & development
platforms have been providing solid
performance and proven reliability
for Linux since day one.
So Linux users can relax. Ahhhh.
Sangoma performance.

We’re with you all the way
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We like to think of our internal
WAN connectivity solutions as real
Win-Win-Win-Win-Win...situations.

Adding Sangoma’s internal WAN
connectivity solutions to your servers
can benefit your business and your
customers in a number of ways.
With superior performance, reliability
ease of integration, our ADSL, T-I and
serial solutions will result in higher
quality server/WAN integration,
which in turn, will reduce costs for
your customers and improve your
margins at the same time.
Wow.
Sangoma connectivity.

We’re with you all the way
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Say hello to the first ADSL card
designed for Linux & FreeBSD.
It should make a few waves.

Introducing Sangoma’s new S518 card. It
enables any Linux or FreeBSD user to enjoy
Broadband Internet connections with the
reliability, high-performance and control
of an integrated ADSL solution.
Additionally Sangoma’s ADSL WANPIPE™
solution provides the same high-level of
performance and ease-of-use you have
come to expect with our other award
winning WAN connectivity products.
Sangoma connectivity.

We’re with you all the way
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In the words of your students,
when it comes to WAN education,
there’ no substitute for a hands-on,
real-time, wham-bam lab environment.

Introducing Sangoma’s new WAN Edukit™.
It enables you to deliver, for the first time, a
genuinely superior level of WAN education.
The WAN Edukit™ is designed to help
prepare your students for the real world
challenges they’ll be facing.
How? By putting you and your students into
a well-documented, real-time laboratory
environment which allows you to demonstrate a variety of WAN protocols including:
X.25, Frame Relay, HDLC, SDLC, PPP and
SS7.
Sign up for a free on-line WAN Edukit™.
demo today.
Sangoma innovation.

We’re with you all the way
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